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Social Insights / Audio Brands 

1.0 Methodology 

This analysis is of public social data collected with social listening software NetBase. NetBase collects 

publicly available soundbites from various social networks, blogs, forums, comments, consumer reviews 

and professional reviews. Topics around major audio brands Bose, Beats by Dre and JBL Audio were 

created and mentions of topic keywords were analyzed. 

 

1.1 Social Listening  

The data conveyed in the charts and insights in this report (Section 3-6) is collected with social listening 

software NetBase. 

● Topics: Collect general public mentions of topic keywords online. Topics are based on boolean 

operators and Natural Language Processing and are specifically customized to capture relevant 

conversation to the brands.  

● Themes: Similar like Topics, Themes are also built based on boolean operators and Natural 

Language Processing. They are applied to topics to filter out spam, robots and disambiguate the 

data. They are also used to filter in only relevant mentions based on keywords, author IDs, 

publishing time, content format or demographic information.  

● Audiences:  Audiences are built by capturing a group of people who mentioned a set of specific 

keywords or followed specific accounts on Twitter. After the Audience is created, NetBase can 

ingests conversation from these specific Twitter Handles and makes it available for analysis. 

● Earned conversation: content published by the brands is excluded from the the analysis.  

● Data Sources: public posts from Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Tumblr, YouTube, Blogs, 

Comments, Forums and Consumer Reviews. 
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1.2 Owned Channel Analysis 

● Owned Twitter Channels: Collects Twitter data from Twitter’s open API based on specific brand 

accounts. Owned Twitter Channels track basic account information (numbers of followers, 

following accounts, tweets and likes) as well as the timeline information, including publishing 

time and number of engagements (Likes, retweets, @mentions and replies) of original Tweets, 

retweets and replies directed at selected brands.  

● Facebook Channels: Collects Facebook data from Facebook’s API based on specific brand 

accounts. Facebook Channels tracks basic Facebook account information such as number of 

Likes as well as timeline information, including publishing time, format and number of 

engagements (likes and other reactions, comments, shares) of posts on selected brand’s 

Facebook content. 

● Instagram Channels: Collects Instagram data from Instagram’s API based on specific brand 

accounts. Instagram Channels tracks basic account information such as number of followers, 

followed accounts, posts and timeline information such as publishing time, format and number 

of engagements (likes and comments) of posts on selected brand’s Instagram content. 

● Outliers: It is can be difficult to tell whether a social media post has some promotion behind it, 

since the API pulling tool can only gets back the metrics public on brand account’s timeline. 

Therefore, any post with a number of engagement higher than 3x the standard deviation of the 

recent 500/100 posts will be tagged as an outlier and excluded.  

 

1.3 Market Research and Consumer Insights  

Finally, a quick note on Section 6 Audio Industry Trends: Insights from this section are gathered from 

industry reports released by research firms, such as GSk. 
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Questions about this report? Please contact Robert.Marcantonio@timeinc.com and Lucy.Wang@timeinc.com . 

2.0 Earned Social Conversation Analysis  

2.1 The Audio Brand Social Index 

The Audio Brand Social Index displays each brand’s social media performance across five metrics. 

 

● Social Volume: the volume of public brand mentions across key social channels, including 

Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Tumblr, online forums, etc.  

● Posts: the number of documents that contain mentions of topic keywords.  

● Potential Impressions: estimated maximum number of people who may have viewed posts of a 

topic. 

● Net Sentiment: a score that expresses the ratio of positive to negative posts about a brand on a 

scale of -100 to +100. A score of zero represents a neutral conversation. 

● Passion Intensity: a score that expresses the ratio of strong emotions (such as love and hate) to 

all emotions expressed about a brand. 

 

The five metrics give an overview of each brand’s performance on social media. 

 

Table 1: Bose, Beats and JBL earned social conversation metrics  

 

Table 1 shows the basic social media metrics for the three major audio brands, Bose, Beats and JBL. 

Beats earned the highest volume across social media platforms in the past two years. Nearly 657k 
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mentions of Beats were captured, followed by Bose (515k) then JBL (225k). However, Bose earns the 

most positive conversation (Net Sentiment of 71%) followed by Beats (63%) and JBL (61%). Mentions of 

Bose were also the most passionate, earning the brand a Passion Intensity score of 61—significantly 

higher than Beats (54) and JBL (50).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Bose, Beats and JBL earned social conversation performance: Bubble Passion Intensity 
 
Figure 1 illustrates clearly how passionate and positive the audience is for Bose, Beats and JBL. The Bose 

bubble on the upper right side indicates that the audience’s attitude is the most positive and passionate 

of the three brands.  
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Figure 2: Bose, Beats and JBL timeline comparison and social conversation peaks  
 

Figure 2 shows the volume of earned social mentions for the three audio brands over the past two 

years. On average, Beats earned the most mentions per week during the time frame. Primary causes of 

social buzz peaks for each brand are outlined below:  

 

1) October 27, 2015: @pabloalboran tweeted about #LatinGrammys, sponsored by Bose.  

2) November 17, 2015: @Panthers asked their fans for retweets and for entry to a Bose 

headphones giveaway. 

3) June 23, 2016: @JoshDevineDrums tweeted about #GetCloserCannes, mentioning @Bose and 

the #QC35 earphones. 

4) September 7-8, 2016: @One Republic tweeted to ask their fans to follow @Bose on Instagram in 

advance of taking over the brand’s Instagram story during NFL kickoffs.  

5) October 18, 2016: @nico_rosberg tweeted about his partnership with Bose.  

6) February 1, 2017: @SheaSerrano tweeted about his partnership with Bose and @Ringer to give 

away Super Bowl tickets.  

7) May 22, 2015: @Eminem tweeted about his new album and partnership with Beats. 
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8) June 19,  2015: @SelenaGomez tweeted about her billboard with Beats in Times Square.   

9) August 7, 2015: @KennyHamilton tweeted about Beats’ marketing campaign.  

10) December 11, 2015: @SelenaGomez tweeted about her billboard with Beats in Times Square.  

11) December 25, 2015: @wizkhalifa asked his fans to retweet and gave away free Beats earphones.  

12) February 6-7, 2016: @1Future and @LittleMix tweeted about Beats.   

13) September 7-9, 2016: the new iPhone 7 was released. Consumers made comments on the Air 

Pods and compared them to Beats wireless. Consumers also complained that they could not use 

their Beats wired earphones any more.  

14) October 15, 2016: A documentary called Surviving Compton about Hip Hop music was 

premiered. It drove controversial social mentions about Dr. Dre and the Beats brand.  

15) February 14, 2017: @NICKIMINAJ tweeted about Beats.  

16) December 25, 2015: @StephenCurry tweeted about his new commercial with JBL Audio.    

17) May 22, 2016: @Netw3rk, a writer, commented on JBL-Curry commercial.    

18) December 29, 2016: @Daleatwood, a YouTuber, was giving away free JBL products.  

 

From the above, it is clear that celebrity / influencer mentions and partnerships drive the most social 

mentions for each of these three audio brands.  
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2.2 Post Time Analysis 

Figure 3: Bose: Post Time by Hour of Day                                                          Figure 4: Beats: Post Time by Hour of Day 
 
 

Figure 5: JBL: Post Time by Hour of Day 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6: JBL: Post Time by Day of Week                                                                 Figure 7: JBL: Post Time by Day of Week 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8: JBL: Post Time by Day of Week 
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2.3 Source Analysis 

 
Figure 9: Social Conversation Sources of Audio Brands 
 
Figure 9 indicates that Twitter was the largest source for Bose, Beats and JBL social conversation. Beats 

earned most of its mentions on Twitter and Instagram. Bose and JBL earned most mentions on Twitter 

and Forums. Consumer Reviews were the third largest channel for Bose and JBL. JBL is the leader in 

Forums, such as audiokarma.org, while Bose gained the largest percentage of the set  from Consumer 

Reviews, more than 36k mentions from reviews on Amazon and Best Buy.  
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3.0 The Owned Channels Performance  

Social media is becoming  a critical space for audio brands to communicate news with their audience, 

maintain brand image, and provide customer service. Analyzing the the performance of brands’ own 

social media changes exposes how effective top audio brands are using social media to communicate 

with their audience and promote the brands.  

 

3.1 Matrix  
 

 
Table 2: Fanbase metrics of  social media channels owned by Bose, Beats and JBL’s.  
 

Table 2 shows Bose, Beats and JBL’s handles on each social media platform, as well as basic account 

information. Beats has the largest followings on major social media platforms Twitter, Facebook and 

Instagram. Beats has a much larger fanbase than its competitors on these three platforms. In the 

meantime, Beats also gains the most engagements.  

However, Beats had the lowest engagement rate (ER). With a huge number of followers, it can be 

difficult to keep them actively engaged.  JBL Audio is on the most channels. Aside from Twitter, 
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Facebook and Instagram, it is also on Tumblr and Pinterest. Snapchat is becoming an important channel 

for Audio brands. All the three major audio brands are on Snapchat right now (in March 2017). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Bose fan distribution by channel                                  Figure 11: Beats fan distribution base by channel 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 12: JBL fan distribution by channel 
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3.2 Twitter Performance  

Username Followers Following Tweets Favorites  Avg. Eng Avg. ER 

@Bose 176,568 1,239 7,453 14,780 66 0.037% 

@beatsbydre 978,099 1,293 25,906 5,395 195 0.020% 

@JBLaudio 135,308 1,391 13,306 3,979 40 0.030% 

Table 3: Metrics of Twitter accounts owned by Bose, Beats and JBL.  
 

 
Figure 13: Average Engagements and Engagements rate of  Bose, Beats and JBL on Twitter.  
 
As mentioned above, @Beatsbydre has the largest fanbase on Twitter, with nearly one million followers. 

It also has a larger number of average engagements but lower engagement rate compared to @Bose 

and @JBLaudio. Of all the brands @Bose Tweeted the least frequently, but favorited other people’s 

Tweets nearly 15k times in a year. Conversely, @Beatsbydre Tweets quite often, but favorited only 

about 5.4k times in a year.  
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Of Beats’ most recent 500 Tweets, 64% of them are original posts. Beats also retweeted 182 Tweets, 

making up the other 36%. No reply is captured in last 500 posts on @BeatsbyDre’s timeline.  @JBLAudio 

replies the most often of the three brands: 56% of its past 500 Tweets are replies.  

@JBLAudio is the most active account on Twitter. To reach its most recent 500 posts, it only takes 79 

days. Regularly, it publishes more than 6 times per day, while @Beatbydre does fewer than 4. However, 

@JBLAudio Tweets original content the least frequently, fewer than 2 times per day.  

 
Original 

Posts 
RT Reply 

Days to 
reach 500 

posts 

Original Post 
per day 

Activities 
per day 

@Bose 173 65 262 82 2.11 6.10 

@beatsbydre 318 182 0 139 2.29 3.60 

@JBLaudio 142 79 279 79 1.80 6.33 

Table 4: Bose, Beats and JBL’s Twitter activities, past 500 Tweets.  
 

 
Figure 14: Bose, Beats and JBL’s Twitter activities.  
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3.3 Facebook Performance 

Similar to Twitter, Beats has the largest fan base on Facebook, 8.7 million followers. It is also the most 

active brand on Facebook among the three audio brands, posting more than twice a day on average. 

However, Bose earns the largest number of engagements per post, nearly 6k. Bose also has the highest 

engagement rate, followed by Beats and JBL. Though JBL’s community on Facebook is the smallest, its 

engagement rate is not higher than its competitors. 

 Bose Beats by Dre JBL Audio 

Followers count 3,493,647 8,675,429 2,145,438 

Days to 100 posts 68 47 72 

Avg. post per day 1.47 2.13 1.39 

Table 5: Bose, Beats and JBL’s Facebook account metrics.  
 

 Bose Beats by Dre JBL Audio 

 Ave. Eng. ER Ave. Eng. ER Ave. Eng. ER 

Overall 5,958 0.171% 4,690 0.054% 680 0.032% 

Image 5,889 0.169% 4,542 0.052% 698 0.033% 

Video 7,300 0.209% 5,166 0.060% 556 0.026% 

Link / Status 526 0.015% 2,057 0.024% 475 0.022% 

Table 6: Bose, Beats and JBL’s owned content performance on Facebook by post format.  
 
In Bose’s most recent 100 public Facebook posts, 97% of them are original posts (79% photos and 18% 

videos). They only shared posts three times, which is the least of the three brands. Beats shares the 

most often (12 times out of the recent 100 posts). Beats also posts video more frequently than its 

competitors: 45% of its past 100 posts are videos (40% original videos + 5% shared videos).  
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JBL is the least active account on Facebook, though it is the most active on Twitter. To reach its most 

recent 100 posts, it takes 72 days. Regularly, they publish more than 6 times per day, while Beats only 

does fewer than four. It also posts the fewest video posts.  

 
Figure 15: Average engagements and engagements rate of Bose, Beats and JBL on Facebook.  
 

 Bose Beats by Dre JBL Audio 

 Ave. Eng. ER Ave. Eng. ER Ave. Eng. ER 

Original 6,151 0.176% 5,240 0.060% 708 0.033% 

Original photo posts 5,889 0.169% 4,803 0.055% 705 0.033% 

Original video posts 7,300 0.209% 5,764 0.066% 789 0.037% 

Shared posts 526 0.015% 1,047 0.012% 368 0.017% 

Table 7: Original vs. Shared: Bose, Beats and JBL’s owned content performance on Facebook.  
 
Generally speaking, video posts earn the most engagements. For all three brands, video posts get more 

engagements on average than photo and link posts. Photos are posted is most often and earn the 

second-highest engagement numbers.  
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Figure 16: Bose, Beats and JBL’s post format of most recent 100 Facebook posts. 
 

 
Figure 17: Bose, Beats and JBL’s original and shared posts of most recently 100 Facebook posts. 
 

 

3.4 Instagram Performance  

Beats sees much stronger performance on Instagram than Bose and JBL. Beats not only has the largest 

fan base, with 3.5 million followers (12.7x Bose and 21.6x JBL), it is also the most active brand on the 

platform, posting nearly 1.3 times a day on average. Bose and JBL joined Instagram later than Beats, but 

both are gaining followers rapidly. 
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 Bose Beats by Dre JBL Audio 

Followers count 277,258 3,518,857 163,171 

Follows count 191 689 431 

Posts count 1,011 3,804 935 

Days to 100 post 108 78 102 

Avg. post per day 0.93 1.28 0.98 

Table 8: Original vs. Shared: Bose, Beats and JBL’s owned content performance on Facebook. Data collected from 
Bose, Beats and JBL’s timeline on March 1st, 2017 (Outliers excluded).  
 

 Bose Beats by Dre JBL Audio 

 Ave. Eng. ER Ave. Eng. ER Ave. Eng. ER 

Overall 3,924 1.415% 30,012 0.853% 3,231 1.980% 

Image 3,944 1.423% 36,827 1.047% 3,316 2.032% 

Video 1,928 0.695% 16,174 0.460% 2,102 1.288% 

Table 9: Original vs. Shared: Bose, Beats and JBL’s owned content performance on Facebook. Data collected from 
Bose, Beats and JBL’s timeline on March 1st, 2017 (Outliers excluded).  
 
Beats also earns the most average engagements (more than 3.8k interactions per post, approximately 

10x Bose and JBL average engagements). JBL has the smallest fanbase as well as the highest engagement 

rate of nearly 2%.  

 

Similar its strategy on Facebook, Beats posts a lot of video on Instagram; 33% of its most-recent 100 

posts, 33% of them are videos. Only 1% of Bose and 7% of JBL’s posts are videos.  

 

In general, videos earn fewer interactions than photos on Instagram. For all the three brands, the 

average number of engagements for videos is about half or  ⅔  that of photos.  
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Figure 18: Bose, Beats and JBL’s post format of most recent 100 Instagram posts. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19: Avg. engagements by post format on Instagram                                 Figure 20: Avg. engagements and ER on Instagram 
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4.0 A Look at Audio Brand Consumers 

4.1 Gender Analysis 

 
Figure 21: Audience gender composition of Bose, Beats and JBL.  
 
Male consumers contribute to a higher share of social conversation for Bose, Beats and JBL. More than 

¾ of JBL’s mentions with gender are from men, which is the largest among three brands, while only 53% 

of Beats mentions are from men, the smallest.  

 

4.2 Age Analysis 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 22: Audience age composition of Bose, Beats and JBL.  
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Generally speaking, consumers who talk about audio brands on Twitter are slightly older than the 

average Twitter population. People who are younger than 34 take a smaller share in the conversation. 

Beats has the youngest fanbase: about 50% of the mentions on Twitter are from those who younger 

than 34. Bose gains the eldest community: 57% of their fans are older than 35.  

 

4.3 Interest Analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 23: Top 10 indexed interests of Bose consumers.                          Figure 24: Top 10 indexed interests of Beats consumers. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 25: Top 10 indexed interests of JBL consumers.  
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4.4 Profession Analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
  

Figure 26: Top 6 indexed professions of Bose consumers.                     Figure 27: Top 5 indexed professions of Bose consumers.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 28: Top 6 indexed professions of JBL consumers.  
 

 
Technology and Sales & Marketing are among the top 5 professions for all three audio brands. For Bose 

and JBL, Technology ranks as the top indexed profession. Sports is the second top indexed profession for 

both Bose and Beats. Creative Arts is the fifth and fourth top indexed profession for Beats and JBL.  
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5.0 Brand Monitoring Within Consumer Language 

5.1 Top Conversation Drivers 

Figure 29: Top conversation drivers of Bose.                                          Figure 30: Top conversation drivers of Bose, ranked by 
frequency  
 

Headphone, Speaker and Sound are the top three conversation drivers for Bose. Terms referring quality, 

such as “quality” and “quality” are also ranked in the top 10 conversation drivers. Some specific 

products, such as bluetooth speaker and noise cancelling headphones (QC35 headphones) drive a large 

number of mentions too. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31: Top conversation drivers for Beats                     Figure 32: Top conversation drivers for Beats, excluding SelenaGomez 
posts.  
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Beats partnership with Selena Gomez drove a lot 

of conversation. @SelenaGomez and her Beats 

Billboard in Times Square contributed to 3 of the 

top 5 terms, and @SelenaGomez was mentioned 

nearly as many times as Beats Headphones 

themselves. Of the Beats conversation excluding 

Selena Gomez, headphones, music and wireless 

headphones are the top 3 conversation drivers. 

 
Figure 33: Top conversation drivers for Beats, ranked by frequency.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 34: Top conversation drivers for JBL.                                         Figure 35: Top conversation drivers for JBL, ranked by frequency.  

JBL Audio top conversation drivers were also product and function oriented, similar to Bose. Speaker 

drives the most conversation in the past two years, followed by sound and headphone. In addition, 
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Bluetooth speaker is among top 10 terms. Other products such as JBL flip, JBL Xtreme, and JBL GO, also 

ranked among the top 50 conversation drivers.  

When it comes to top brands, Bose is the among the top 3 brands related to Beats and JBL Audio. Apple 

is mentioned the most frequently within Beats and Bose topic, while Sony is mentioned together with 

Bose and JBL often. Yamaha is another frequently mentioned brand in JBL conversation. 

 

5.2 Sentiment Analysis 

5.2.1 Sentiment Breakdown  

 
 Figure 36: Bose, Beats, JBL brand conversation sentiment breakdown. 
 

 
 Figure 37: Bose, Beats, JBL brands conversation sentiment breakdown excluding neutral posts 
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Conversation around the audio brands is generally positive. Share of mentions with sentiment is the 

largest in Bose conversation while the smallest in Beats social buzz. However, Figure 37 shows that 

mentions with strong sentiment take a larger percentage in Beats conversation.  

5.2.2 Top Sentiment Drivers 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 38: Top sentiment drivers of Bose.                                                    Figure 39: Top sentiment drivers of Beats.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 40: Top sentiment drivers of JBL 
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5.3 Brand Attributes  

 

Figure 41: Bose, Beats and JBL earned social conversation: brand attributes comparison  

 

 Value Quality Price Authentic 
Customer 

Service 
Innovative Creative Trust 

Bose 48 60 43 66 49 73 69 56 

Beats by Dre 8 20 0 43 40 51 43 4 

JBL Audio 72 70 71 69 47 74 47 67 

Table 10: Net Sentiment comparison: Bose, Beats and JBL earned social conversation 

 Value Quality Price Authentic 
Customer 

Service 
Innovative Creative Trust 

Bose 44 52 41 30 71 37 0 58 

Beats by Dre 43 55 36 64 93 62 47 100 

JBL Audio 23 35 31 44 16 22 9 42 

Table 11: Passion Intensity comparison: Bose, Beats and JBL earned social conversation 

Generally, Beats leads in the passion intensity score but ranks last net sentiment in every brand 

attribute. 
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Quality: About 25% of Bose conversation with brand attributes is about product quality, which is the 

largest segment of the three brands. Only 18% of Beats brand attribute conversation is about quality, 

which is the smallest. JBL earns the most positive mentions quality (net sentiment 70), followed by Bose 

(60) and Beats (20).  

 

Price: 27% of Beats conversation with attributes mentioned price, which is the largest share of all 

brands. However, Beats has the highest ratio of negative mentions of price, which is the lowest of the 

set. The % share of price posts is the smallest for JBL, but also the most positive.  

Customer Service: Beats earns the lowest net sentiment score (40) for customer service 

mentions—about 20% lower than JBL and Bose. Bose leads the customer service conversation in positive 

sentiment.  

 

Innovative/Creative: Innovative and Creative conversation occupies small share across each brand. Bose 

and JBL lead the net sentiment score of Innovative mentions (>70), higher than Beats (51). Beats scores 

higher (more positive) for the brand’s innovative, authentic and creative attributes than it does for its 

customer service, quality and price. However, it stills scores lower than JBL and Bose in all attributes.  

 

5.4 Purchase Funnel Conversation 
 

 
Figure 42: Bose, Beats and JBL earned social conversation: Purchase Funnel comparison  
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 Consideration Evaluation 
Purchase 
(intent) 

Purchase 
Post- 

Purchase 
Loyalty 

Bose 63 56 75 68 66 88 

Beats by Dre 67 60 44 52 48 81 

JBL Audio 67 65 80 73 47 86 

Table 12: Bose, Beats and JBL earned social conversation: purchase funnels Net Sentiment comparison  

 Consideration Evaluation 
Purchase 
(intent) 

Purchase 
Post- 

Purchase 
Loyalty 

Bose 47 45 45 49 100 100 

Beats by Dre 51 61 53 69 100 100 

JBL Audio 35 31 39 47 100 100 

Table 13: Bose, Beats and JBL earned social conversation: purchase funnel Passion Intensity comparison   

Beats audience is more passionate but less positive in each phase of purchase funnel conversation.  

 

About 41% of Beats mentions containing purchase funnel references occur at the consideration level, 

which is the largest share of the three brands. JBL and Bose get approximately 30% of purchase funnel 

conversation at the consideration level. The smallest Beats conversation is during the evaluation stage 

(10%), about 33% lower than Bose and JBL. JBL gets the highest net sentiment during the evaluation 

stage (65%), followed by Beats (56%) and Bose (56%).  

 

Purchase Intent mentions contribute to 3% of each brand’s conversation. Beats conversation in this 

phase is the most negative of the three brands (Bose 80%; JBL 75%; Beats 44%).  Mentions during 

Purchase phase account for 39% of both Bose and JBL’s conversation and earned net sentiment scores 
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higher than 68%. Bose also earns the largest share of Loyalty conversation, with the highest net 

sentiment.  

 

6.0 Audio Industry Trends  

Industry Statement: Moving Beyond Sound, Headphones and Speakers are looking for new use cases 

and taking advantage of IoT. 

  

Keywords: Noise Cancelling, Fitness, Smart Headphones, Fashion, Voice Control, Connectivity, 

Multi-room, Sound Quality, High Resolution, 24-Bit, In-Ear, On-Ear, Over-Ear, Comfort/Fit, VR 

Compatibility 

  

Bose: 

● Ad taglines: “All the music you stream should sound this good.”  “Silence never sounded so 

good”: All about sound quality 

● Key items: SoundSport Wireless, SoundSport Pulse Wireless (measures heart rate), Quiet 

Control 30, QuietComfort 35 

  

Beats: 

● All about the ‘cool’ factor, uses celebrity endorsements and personalization to attract 

consumers. 

● Key items: Beats, Solo3 Wireless, Powerbeats Wireless (Can take calls) 

  

JBL: 
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● Discusses same sound through wireless (in comparison to wired speakers/headphones). Looking 

ahead to new use cases 

● Key items: Playlist – incorporation of Chromecast, Pulse 3 – Waterproof speaker with 360 

degree light show, Flip 4- waterproof portable speaker for up to 12 hours, E-Series Headphones- 

New stylish design, Everest Elite SDK- Open to developers to create new use cases and 

applications 

  

Market Overview- Headphones: 

● Apple EarPods disrupting the wireless headphone market 

● 92 million units sold in 2016 (U.S.) 

● Projected to be $5 billion market in US by 2022 (up from $3.1B in 2015) 

● Wireless headphones have 31% market share (Wired headphones- 69%) 

● In-Ear (64%), On-Ear (20%), Over-Ear (16%) 

● 75% of online headphones sales during the holiday were wireless 
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7.0 Audio in Review - Key Findings  

7.1 What are people posting about Audio Brands? 

7.1.1 General Metrics 

● Beats earned the highest volume of public mentions across social media platforms in the past 

two years (675k) followed by Bose (515k) and JBL (225k). 

● Bose earns the most positive conversation (net sentiment 71%) followed by Beats (63%) and JBL 

(61%) Bose consumers are also the most passionate ones, gaining a passion intensity score of 

61, which is much higher than Beats’ 54 and JBL’s 50.  

● Celebrity / influencer mentions and partnership drive most social spikes for Beats, Bose and JBL. 

 

7.1.2 Conversation Drivers 

● Headphone, Speaker and Sound are the top three conversation drivers for Bose.  

● Terms about quality, such as “good” and “quality” ranked among the top 10 terms for Bose.  

● @SelenaGomez and her Billboard with Beats in Times Square contributed to the top 3 terms in 

Beats Conversation.  

● Within the Beats conversation excluding Selena Gomez, headphones, music and wireless 

headphones are the top 3 conversation drivers. 

● JBL Audio’s conversation drivers are also product and function focused, similar to Bose. Speaker 

drives the most conversation in past two years, followed by sound and headphone. In addition, 

Bluetooth speaker is among top 10 terms.  

● Bose ranks as one of the top 3 brands in Beats and JBL conversation. Apple is mentioned the 

most frequently within Beats and Bose social buzz. Bose and JBL consumers also talk about Sony 

quite often. Yamaha is another top brand in JBL conversation. 
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7.1.3 Sentiment Drivers 

● Headphone, speaker and sound earn the most positive mentions for both Bose and JBL.  

● Headphone drives the most positive mentions for Bose and speaker is the top positive sentiment 

driver in JBL’s conversation.  

● Headphone is also the top driver of positive mentions for Beats. Celebrity and influencer posts 

are another major source of positive mentions for Beats.  

 

7.1.4 Brand Attributes 

● Quality: about ¼ of Bose conversation with Brand Attributes is about product quality—the 

largest segment of the three brands. Only 18% of Beats Brand Attributes conversation is about 

quality. JBL leads this attribute in net sentiment (70), followed by Bose (60) and Beats (20).  

● Price: more than 27% of Beats conversation with Brand Attribute is about price, which is the 

largest. However, Beats also gets the lowest net sentiment score in this attribute. The share of 

price posts is the smallest in JBL conversation, but also the most positive.  

● Customer Service: customer service of Beats gets the most negative. Its net sentiment (40) is 

about 20% lower than JBL and Bose.  

● Innovation: innovative mentions of Bose and JBL are much more positive than Beats.  

● Creativity: the net sentiment scores of Beats in authentic and creative attribute are higher than 

customer service, quality and price, but still lower than the same attributes of JBL and Beats.  

● Generally speaking, Beats leads in the passion intensity score in all the Brand Attributes.  
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7.1.5 Purchase Funnel 

● Consideration: about 41% of the Beats mentions containing Purchase Funnel references are in 

the level of  Consideration, which is the largest across three brands.  

● Evaluation: this funnel  takes the smallest share of conversation in Beats’ social buzz (10%), 

which is about 33% lower than in Bose and JBL conversation. JBL gets the highest net sentiment 

in this funnel’s conversation.  

● Purchase Intent: Purchase Intention mentions contribute to 3% of each brand’s conversation. 

Beats conversation in the Purchase Intensity funnel  is the most negative, with a net sentiment 

(44%) way lower than Bose and JBL (75%+).  

● Purchase: mentions is Purchase funnel make up 39% of Bose and JBL conversation and earns net 

sentiment scores higher than 68%.  

● Loyalty: Bose gains the largest share in Loyalty funnel, with the highest net sentiment.  

● Beats audience is more passionate in each purchase Funnel.  

 

7.2 Who is talking about Audio Brands? 

● More than75% of JBL’s mentions with gender are from men, which is the largest among three 

brands, while only 53% of Beats mentions are from men, the smallest.  

● Beats has the youngest fan base: about 50% of the mentions on Twitter are from users below 

age 34.  

● Audiences of these three brands are more likely to be interested in shopping,  sports, music and 

technology.  

● Beats mentioners indexed highest for their interests in Fashion and Health and Fitness;  

Bose mentioners are more likely to be interested  in Automotive, Travel and Movies;  

JBL mentioners have  strong interests in Movies, Gaming and Anime.  
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7.3 Where are people mentioning Audio Brands? 

● Beats leads on Instagram and Twitter. These are also the top 2 channels for Beats.  

● Twitter is the largest channel for both Bose and JBL, but the share Twitter takes is much smaller 

than in Beats conversation.  

● Forums and Consumer Reviews contribute to larger shares of Bose and JBL’s conversation.  
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Appendix  

● Date range for earned social conversation: March 1st, 2015 to February 28th, 2017. 

● Earned conversation: only each brand’s earned conversation has been analyzed. 

● Date Range for owned channel analysis: collected from brands’ social media timelines on 

03/01/2017.  

● Engagement Calculation:  

○ Twitter: Likes + Retweets 

○ Facebook: Shares + Likes + Reactions + Comments 

○ Instagram: Likes + Comments  

● Engagement Rate Calculation: It is nearly impossible to figure out number of impression of each 

social media post without access to the Twitter Analytics or Facebook Insights data. Thus, the 

Engagement Rate (ER) is calculated using the Average Engagements / Number of followers.  
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